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Introduction

Origami, the name of which is a combination of Japanese 
words Ori(folding) and Kami(paper), is a form of art that traces 
its roots in ancient Japan, and has been considered an intelligent 
hobby as it requires fi ne perception of geometrical fi gures to 
obtain the desired result. Only during the last few decades has 
its presence been spotted in industrial context as it has been 
discovered to have amazing new capabilities in introducing new 
mechanical properties to structures or enhancing their existing 
ones [1-5]. Its advantages in enhancing a structural design 
has been of use in cases where it is not possible to reinforce 
the structure with a conventional procedure. Its capability 
of adding indispensable mechanical attributes to deployable 
structures opens new possibilities in harsh conditions like the 
space environment where a combination of maneuverability 
and durability is a necessary feature. 

The introduction of Origami design in engineering 
applications can be generally categorized into three areas. At 
fi rst, a lot of deployable structures are inspired from Origami 
folding. The examples are various and ranging from satellite 
solar sails to army emergency shelters. Otherwise, folding is 
used so that an increase in the total stiffness of the structure 
is achieved with a small addition to the total weight. A famous 
example is the lightweight sandwich panel cores for aircraft 
fuselages. In the fi eld of architecture, the same logic is applied 

in the cases of folded plate roofs or small modifi cations that 
complicate the design but add to its strength and sometimes 
in its aesthetic appearance. Lastly, Origami modifi cations have 
been introduced to designs that aim to absorb energy or to 
resist buckling phenomenon. 

The main goal of this study is to develop a novel solution to 
carry a highly sensitive electrical equipment in container which 
will be installed in an offshore environment. The proposed 
solution utilizes the effect of the Origami art tradition in 
increasing the mechanical attributes of structures. Taking into 
consideration the Origami contribution, different container 
geometries are being modelled, tested and compared to obtain 
a container design with better structural properties than a 
conventional container design. 

Folded textured sheets

With the introduction of a special texture, such as wrinkles, 
creases and folds, to a sheet, the global mechanical properties 
of the structure can be modifi ed. The sheets’ most inestimable 
property is related with their Poisson’s ratio. The Eggbox and 
the Miura sheet have a positive and a negative Poisson’s ratio, 
respectively, in their planar deformation mode. A negative 
Poisson’s ratio is quite extraordinary which is usually only 
found in foam structures. Both folded textured sheets behave 
exactly opposite to what is expected from them and their 
Poisson’s ratio is of opposite sign for in-plane stretching and 
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out-of-plane bending [6,7]. The most obvious property of 
these sheets is their ability to withstand large deformations 
in relation to the original sheet as the folds open and close. 
In addition, this modifi cation enables the sheets to spread 
or shrink locally and therefore change their global Gaussian 
curvature (i.e. the inherent degree of curvature of a point in 
the surface) without any change of the material properties. 
The interest of this study is on the macroscopic behavior of 
such sheets as this precious add-on can be integrated in the 
proposed design. 

Equipment details

The sensitive equipment which is carried by a container 
is considered as 125HP/90kW AESV2E IE2 Motor due to the 
diffi culty that its shipping entails as it is a very heavy item in 
comparison to its dimensions. The motor has dimensions of 
550mm×1087.5mm×546mm and a weight of 1180kg. 

The module will be lifted into place by a heavy lift vessel 
using a 4-point lift with a spreader frame. The module will 
fi nally sit on a support structure, an offshore jacket, and 
will therefore be rigidly supported. However, during the 
lifting process it will be subject to defl ection which is being 
investigated in this study. The selected solution requires a large 
open volume without intruding structures and the fl oor of the 
module has a requirement to limit the defl ection. The module 
will be fully clad on all sides; the roof and the under fl oor in 
addition to having a steel plate fl oor internally. Such cladding 
can be considered as part of the design envelope. The cladding 
walls need to be outside the structure to provide a smooth 
outer service to prevent corrosion traps. The roof defl ection is 
governed by normal design practices and needs to be capable of 
taking the defi ned loads. 

Traditional container design

Containers have been used for shipping purposes for the 
biggest part of the 20th century and are still the dominant item 
for goods transport in the world market today. Their main 
advantages apart from their ability to withstand loads and 
store effectively include their shape that helps substantially in 
storage of big numbers of similar containers. This is why the 
different designs of typical ISO containers comes in the basic 
20’ design, in its double, 40’ and in variations of its half or 
quarter, 10’ and quadcon containers, respectively. Although 
the conventional container looks like a complex structure, it is 
governed by a simple process of expanding a basic connection 
of beams and columns that create a box with an exterior layer 
of thin steel (Figure 1). For the purposes of this study, the 
conventional container has been modelled as a fl at surface, as 
the point of the research conducted is the further folding of 
the structure. Close to the roof of the structure four hinges are 
added to simulate the real hinges (Figure 2). 

For the structural analysis, Finite Element Method (FEM) is 
utilized by using ANSYS, a commercial fi nite element software. 
For all the numerical analysis performed in this study, the 
material properties are specifi ed as Young’s Modulus of 210GPa, 
Poisson’s ratio of 0.275 and density of 0.8. The weight of the 

IE2 Motor is 1180kg. This weight is applied as vertical force 
on the nodes of the meshed internal area of the rectangular 
structure as shown in Figure 3.

Based on FEM analysis, deformed confi guration and 
Von Mises stress distribution inside the classical container 
are obtained as presented in Figures 4,5. According to these 
results, high values of stresses and defl ections are observed 
in the base of the container which should be the fi rst concern 
for improvement in the following sections. The roof isn’t 
signifi cantly infl uenced by the load. Therefore, this part will be 
kept same as in the conventional container. 

First design based on origami concept

The fi rst attempt to reduce the high values of stresses and 

Figure 1: Geometrical properties of the traditional container used in this study.

Figure 2: Four hinges in the numerical model to represent the real hinges.

Figure 3: Finite element model of the classical container with applied displacement 
boundary conditions and loading.
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defl ections on the base includes an effort to create distribution 
of forces on the certain site. This can be accomplished by a 
division of the force vector into two different directions, ideally 
in two equal different vectors with an angle of 45 degrees. The 
new base maintains the same thickness of the original model 
of a container which is 1cm of thickness. As demonstrated in 
Figure 6, the base of the container is replaced with a surface 
that permits this force distribution. The angle of the folds used 
is 45 degrees and the structure provides that the edges are 
clamped so that the optimal result can be achieved. 

The new design is analyzed by FEM with the loads 
evenly distributed instead of the uniform distribution in the 
conventional container design analysis as shown in Figure 7. 
Although the volume increase in the base is 8% for the origami 
design, this new design concept is highly encouraging as the 
stresses decrease dramatically as demonstrated in Figure 8. 

Updated design based on origami concept without vo-
lume restriction

As the main goal remains the distribution of the force 
vectors, the second attempt relies on the fi rst design using the 
same logic regarding the base and extends the usage of origami 
concept for the rest of the structure. The design proposed is 
infl uenced by the hexagonal cone origami design as shown in 
Figure 9 and is an attempt of the distribution of stress on the 
sides of the container as well. This second attempt will serve 
as an indicator for an advanced design without considering the 
increase of volume as long as desirable results can be achieved. 

The design of folds on the sides of the container creates 
mechanical hinges that further permit energy absorption. This 
is possible through layers of material of opposite direction that 
face in and out of the box accordingly every one sixth of the 

Figure 4: Deformed confi guration of the classical container.

Figure 5: Von Mises Stress distribution inside the classical container.

Figure 6: Conventional container with a folding base.

Figure 7: The folding base with the applied loads and constraints.

Figure 8: Von Mises Stress distribution at the folding base.

Figure 9: Geometrical properties of the hexagonal cone.
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Figure 10: Von Mises Stress distribution in the hexagonal cone.

height of the structure. This means that the mechanical hinges 
are created at 0.1m, 0.2m, 0.3m, 0.4m, and 0.5m on the vertical 
axis. 

The same load as in the previous sections are applied and 
the von Mises stresses obtained from fi nite element analysis 
are presented in Figure 10. The results of the fi nite element 
analysis on the base and the upper part of the cone are 
satisfactory. However, there is an increase of volume, about 
150%, which is very costly. Another concerning issue is the 
concentration of stresses on the points of connection between 
the origami base and hexagon cone. Moreover, there is also 
high stress values on the hinges as well which requires further 
improvement on this design concept. 

Final design based on origami concept

The fi nal design concept is developed based on the three 
other concepts considered in this study. The concept of the 
origami folding base remains as used in previous concepts. 
Regarding the high stresses observed in the hexagonal cone, 
the levels of the container are now replaced with an oval shape 
instead of a polygon. As far as the folding along the sides of the 
container is concerned, the large folds of the previous concepts 
are substituted by one fold with the center hinge in the mid-
height of the container. The issue of the high stresses nearby 
the hinges is addressed with an extension of the origami 
infl uence to the surface of the container itself. This radically 
transforms the container surroundings by transforming it to 
a Miura-Ori veil that absorbs stresses all around as they are 
directed from the base where the load acts to the constrained 
hinges. In order to avoid large volume increase, the Miura-Ori 
fold was placed on a reduced thickness of 0.5cm Figure 11. 

A comparison of von Mises stress distribution obtained 
using the fi nal Origami based design and conventional container 
design concepts is shown in Figure 12. The detailed comparison 
and discussion between different designs concepts considered 
in this student will be given in the following section.

Conclusions 

Results obtained for all four different design concepts 
considered in this study can be summarized as: 

• The biggest reduction in Von Mises stress can be 
detected in the case of the sole replacement of the base 
of the conventional container with an origami one and 
in the case of the hexagonal cone. However, in the case 
of the origami base there is no response to the high 

volumes of stress in the perimeter of the base and below 
the hinges whereas in the case of the hexagonal cone, 
even if the values overall are very promising, there is 
a signifi cant increase in volume with respect to the 
conventional container design. 

• In the case of the fi nal design concept, the value 
of Von Misses is not reduced although it is heavily 
localized. Specifi cally, in the perimeter of the base in 
the conventional concept, the highest value is 1.54MPa 
whereas in the origami one the highest value is 1.1MPa. 
Below the hinges in the conventional container the 
highest value is 1.1MPa whereas in the origami design 
the highest value is 66414Pa with a volume increase of 
49%.

Based on all four different design concepts considered in 
this study, it can be concluded that origami concept can provide 
certain advantages in terms of stress reduction with a price of 
volume increase in origami design concepts.
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